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Case Study:
Moving Images as part of the Adoption Process
Act One: successful introductions

Where did I start from?
Professor of Film and TV
Book: The Child in Film

Previous project:
“Children and Amateur Media in
Scotland” (2010-2014)
Working with the Moving Image
Archive at the National Library of
Scotland.
Funded by the AHRC – Arts and
Humanities Research Council

Who did I meet?
Jacquie Roberts (OBE)
When she was completing her M.Litt. at St. Andrews and was doing her dissertation on ‘children in film’.
She emails me to ‘pick my brains’ and we meet for lunch in April/May 2014.
We discuss Children and Amateur Media and a previous project that Jacquie was familiar with, in
England, called ‘Be My Parent’ which uses video clips.
I talk about home movies, children as film-makers and the representation of children in films.
Jacquie graduates, we keep in touch but nothing happens…for a while

Questions for me and questions for Jacquie
Me
Intellectual: What kind of film making was this?
Intellectual: How they are and are not like home movies?
Intellectual: Wow – don’t think this has been looked at
before!
Practical: What skills did I have and what else would we
need?
Practical: Where could I get money to support this kind of
project?

Jacquie
Intellectual: Could a project that focused on the films help
with the adoption process and support workers, agencies
and families?
Practical: Could she persuade the agencies and socila
workers to get involved?
Concern: They’re running at full capacity already!
Practical: Would there be an opportunity to make things
better? (aka What’s the point?)

Act Two: Making a Plan
What do we need?
Skills:
Maggie – social work researcher, deep understanding of
adoption process
Therese Lynch – ex BBC editor, professional experience and
practical skills
Paul Campbell - social worker and film-maker
Money:
Research Councils:
Arts and Humanties Research Council [AHRC], Economics
and Social Research Council [ESRC]
Leverhulme Trust
Wellcome Trust
WHAT DID WE DO?
Applied to the University of Glasgow ‘Knowledge Exchange
Fund’
(£21,000 over 10 months, paying for 2 part time research
assistants, technology and travel).

Who is involved?
Academic partner
University of Glasgow
-

-

Bring independent research
perspective and methods to explore
issues facing practitioners
Access to academic networks for
research and impact: arts, social
sciences

Charity Partner
AFA Scotland
-

Bring practice and legal perspective on
issues that need further research
Access to practice networks for
research and impact: social workers,
adopters, foster carers

Adoption and Fostering
Alliance Scotland

Additional support from:
Scotland’s Adoption Register
Moving Images Project Steering Group

What’s the BIG IDEA?
Moving Images are being used already: how can we help best
practice?; How can we provide evidence that it helps both children and
potential adopters?
What will we do?: Interview social workers, carers, adopters. Three
‘case study’ films to be made with help from Therese and Paul.

What will we produce?
Detailed evidence as to how and why film clips are used and can help. What
do moving images provide that other kinds of material can’t?
Report for agencies, for the government and local councils.
Academic outputs: papers (inter-disciplinary journal articles, conference
presentations from myself and Maggie)

Act three: Don’t Lose Momentum

Applying for grants takes patience and perseverance.
For instance: we made two applications at two different times for the same funding pot
Anticipate drag on the project: for example the glacial slowness of the University’s decision making
process and Human Resources procedures meant a slip in terms of starting and finishing times.
Don’t forget ethical considerations: most projects – as they involve real people will require University
ethics clearance - specific funders may require more
Recommend: Keep talking and don’t despair!

Act Four: What Comes Next…
Its early days for us but we hope to….
Test whether our hypothesis is correct that videos help the process of making the best possible
matches between children and adoptive families
And if so…
Enable more social workers and foster carers to be supported and encouraged to make and use
clips?
Develop a model of good practice in making and using video clips in family finding
Demonstrate to social workers, agencies and local authorities that this might be important to
think about and to implement.
HELPING CHILDREN FIND FAMILIES

Why is ‘impact’ important to academics?

The ‘impact’ of our research is now an important element of our work.
- An essential aspect of grant applications (e.g. ‘pathways to impact’)
- A significant measure in relation to promotion prospects
- Part of the ‘REF’ exercise
Research Excellence Framework – next assessment period is 2021
http://www.ref.ac.uk/
But most importantly…
IT MAKES THE RESEARCH WORTHWHILE!!

Why could it be useful for you?
There is plenty of untapped expertise at Universities. We
have time and often the support to develop ideas and to
apply for funding that you might not be able to do.
Key terms:
Knowledge Exchange (previously ‘knowledge transfer’)
Impact
Arts – researchers (historians, analysts), creative writers,
linguists, film-makers, musicians.

Social scientists – researchers, policy analysts, lawyers,
anthropologists.
https://www.gla.ac.uk/colleges/arts/knowledgeexchange/themes/

What might you need to consider?
Timescales
• Different pressures for universities and
third sector organisations
• Deadlines for academic funding
Relationships
• Communication, communication,
communication….
• Understanding each other’s language!
Dynamic contexts
• Changes in policy and practice contexts
might affect project
• New ‘windows of opportunity’ may
emerge as project develops

What kinds of funding?

Moving images as part of impact and as
evidence
Host of different ways
in which moving images
can be part of impact:
As research ‘practice as
research’ (making +
thinking through and
with images and
sounds)
And
Evidence of impact.

For instance…inspiring work by colleagues who are part of the
Glasgow Refugee and Asylum Network (GRAMnet)

https://www.gla.ac.uk/research/az/gramnet/research/t
rainingmodel/resources/

Your turn…

Ask to take a photograph on your smart phone of someone in the
room you don’t know.
Write down just one sentence about what you see in the picture.

Now…
Go back to the person and ask them one question.
This time film this using your ‘video’ button on your phone
For instance…you could ask:
“What did you have for breakfast this morning?”
“Can you describe your first pet?”

So…
What else did you find
out from moving images
and audio…
- Movement
- Voice
- Eye contact
- Energy

Changing impressions..
Escape to Freedom (1981)

http://movingimage.nls.uk/film/7764?search_term=esca
pe%20freedom&search_join_type=AND&search_fuzzy=y
es

